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Beginner Workshop



BASIC STROKES
The basic calligraphy strokes are the foundation to creating words and letters. Think of calligraphy as 
‘creating shapes’ rather than writing. Once you are con�dent with these strokes, you will be able to go 
on and create letters and words. 

Down stroke

Created by using �rm pressure and moving your hand downwards. Don’t be afraid of pressing down 
hard on your pen - the pen is designed to take it!

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.

Up stroke

Created by using light pressure and moving your hand upwards. Don’t hold the pen upright - keep it
at a 45 degree angle and tilt your hand to the side. You need to use the very top of the pen to create
the stroke.

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.



BASIC STROKES
Overturn

Created by using light pressure and moving your hand upwards, creating a curve and then �nishing
with a downstroke. Remember to keep your pen at the 45 degree angle with your hand tilted to the
side. This will help you to complete the stroke without having to change the position of your hand. 

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.

Underturn

Created by using �rm pressure and moving your hand downwards. Release the pressure before
getting to the bottom and then create the curve. Finish with light pressure to create the upstroke.
with a downstroke. Remember to keep your pen at the 45 degree angle with your hand tilted to the
side. This will help you to complete the stroke without having to change the position of your hand. 

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.



BASIC STROKES
C-Shape

Created by using light pressure and moving your hand upwards. Create a curve and start to increase
the pressure as you come down over the curve. Keep the pressure on and then release it before you
get to the bottom of the shape. Create the curve and �nish with an upstroke to complete the shape. 
Remember to keep your pen at the 45 degree angle with your hand tilted to the
side. This will help you to complete the stroke without having to change the position of your hand. 

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.

Oval

Follow the process for creating a C-shape. To �nish the shape, close the loop with an upstroke. 

Trace over the strokes below. Then have a go at doing your own.



THE ALPHABET
Let’s bring all the shapes together and create some letters! Follow the arrows to form the shapes. 
Start by tracing the letters. This helps to build your muscle memory for forming the letters. Then
have a go at writing the letters freehand.

Remember to take it slowly and concentrate on creating the shapes rather than writing letters. 

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!



THE ALPHABET

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!



THE ALPHABET

Your turn!

Your turn!

Your turn!



PHRASES FOR YOU
TO PRACTICE

Can you see the di�erence
between these two phrases?

You can vary how your calligraphy
looks by stretching or squeezing 

the gaps between your letters



SUPPLIES
Here are the supplies I recommend if you would like to continue your calligraphy practice. These
supplies all feature in my calligraphy kit. 

PAPER

To preserve your pens, you need to use paper that is super smooth. Using your brush pens on regular 
printer paper will shorten their life. The ink from the brush pens will also bleed through regular printer
paper. Here are my paper recommendations:

HP Colour Choice 100gsm - a reasonably priced, super-smooth paper that is ideal to use when starting 
with calligraphy. Readily available from Amazon.

Rhodia pads - plain and dotted - Rhodia paper is incredibly smooth and also light enough for you 
to be able to trace over the letters and phrases in this workbook. The dotted pads will help you with 
spacing and sizing your letters and phrases. You can buy these pads from Under The Rowan Trees and get 
10% o� with the discount code MICHE10 

PENS

As a beginner, I recommend sticking to the small-tipped brush pens. If you would like to try some other
pens, here are my suggestions:

Brush Pen Taster Box - this taster box will enable you to try out di�erent brands and styles of brush pen.
Available from Under The Rowan Trees - don’t forget to use the discount code for 10% o�.

Pentel Sign Brush Pen - my go-to pen for brush calligraphy. The tip is �exible but predictable and it comes
in a wide range of colours. Available from Under The Rowan Trees.

Tombow Fudenosuke Hard Tip brush pen - another small tipped brush pen but it is slightly �rmer than
the Pentel Sign Brush pen. The Tombow Fudenosuke pen will write at a similar scale to a nib and is 
great for small-scale calligraphy. You can buy them from Amazon but if you would prefer to support a 
small business then I recommend buying them from The Calligraphy Store.

Websites for recommended supplies:

www.amazon.com

www.undertherowantrees.co.uk

www.thecalligraphystore.com

 


